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Edge of campus site
of student collision
Guerrero said there were no skid marks evident at the scene.
"Based on the drivers’ statements, the point
A five-car pileup involving four San Jose of impact in the accident and the damage to the
State University students occurred around 2:57 vehicles, driver one was at fault. Drivers are
p.m. at the intersection of 10th and San Antonio supposed to stop for crosswalks," Guerrero said.
Driver one was Zaninovich, according to
streets after a car stopped at a crosswalk,
Guerrero.
according to the San Jose Police Department.
Zaninovich declined to comment.
"I stopped for a student crossing, and I was
The drivers of the other three cars were also
hit," SJSU junior Messay Asseged said. "Now I
SJSU students, several of
have missed my class."
whom were also going to
Asseged’s teal Jetta GL
class.
was the last car to be hit in
"I have a midterm later
allegedly
pileup,
the
today and a lab due in a
caused by a white pickup
class," said Viet Mai, a
Morgan
by
driven
Junior in computer engiZaninovich, according to
neering whose Toyota
Control
SJPD Traffic
Corolla was struck by Lee’s
Officer Fidel Guerrero.
Honda. "I just came to a
Guerrero said Asseged
stop and then it felt like
apparently stopped for
someone shocked me. My
pedestrians in the crossbody is still shaking."
walk at the corner, causing
SJSU student Jessica
traffic behind him to slow
Fidel Guerrero Getuiza, whose
black
and stop.
SJPD Traffic Control Officer Prelude was rear-ended by
A white pickup driven
Mai, said she was bumped
by Zaninovich struck a
a car space ahead.
black Honda, driven by
"I was just sitting there
Eun-Ju Lee, in front of
him, causing a chain reaction involving three stopped, and then we all got hit," Getuiza said.
Mai said he was also thrown forward a car
more cars in the left lane of 10th Street.
Zaninovich stated to Guerrero that he was in space when Lee’s Honda was pushed into him.
"I stopped and the truck hit me from behind.
the middle of the three lanes on 10th Street,
when he moved into the left lane, glanced over It was a big impact," Lee said.
Zaninovich’s truck was towed from the scene,
his left shoulder and when he looked up, he hit
as were both Mai and Lee’s cars.
the vehicle in front of him.
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Based on the drivers’
statements, the point of
impact in the accident
and the damage to the
vehicles, driver one was
at fault.
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Stan Morrison gives some encouragement to his team during a game last week. Saturday was
Morrison’s last game as a San Jose State University Spartan. See related story on page 7.

Business accounting major takes life; drives into creek
Cindy Scarberry
’,Litt \X ’t c
Ngoc Hue Tang studied and prepared
fir exams like many of her fellow San
Jose State University students. Her
future looked clear until one desperate
Friday morning when she left her family’s Berryessa residence for the. last
time.
The reason Ni.Toc Hue Tang took her
life, according to San Jose. police,
remains unclear.
Officer John Carrillo, a police
spokesman. said the 33-year-old
accounting stinl,.nt drove her brother’s

1979 Toyota into Penitencia Creek
around 6 a.m. on Feb. 13. Her body was
found tangled in the creek’s brush and
sweeping water around 8:30 a.m.
According to Tang’s father, as reported in the Santa Clara County coroner’s
report, his daughter tried to slash herself across the stomach with a broken
bottle around 1 a.m. that Friday. Tang’s
mother stopped her, however, and persuaded her to return to bed.
The father said he heard his daughter leave, the home around 5 a.m. in his
son’s car.
According to the father, Tang had
tried to end her life before. In January,
she overdosed on sleeping pills.

According to police, the woman’s
brother said his sister had been distraught over school related issues for
some time, but did not know what
caused his sister to kill herself that
Friday morning.
A coroner’s spokesperson said the
cause of the woman’s death was drowning and was ruled a suicide. The body
was released to the family.
Carrillo said the family did not
report the attempted slashing incident
but phoned police to report a stolen car.
Julie Ryan, an SJSU accounting
department secretary, said she was
unaware of Tang’s death.
She also said school policy would not

allow anyone in the department to
release any information or make any
comments about Tang
"I think she may have been in tr
for some time.- Ryan said "But, it hard
to tell. It muld have Iii ’en anything
Tony Tang. the victim’s cousin. said
he drove up from Los Angeles to help
with funeral arrangements because the
parents do not speak English.
Carlina Veung. a counsel, ir with
Asian Americans for Community
Involvement. said Asian culture is Ill it
open to talking about f:imily busim.ss ti
strangers.
"It is a shame the young warnan
not tial she could use the resources

RØsumØ help:
Career center
aids students

Coordinator on job 30 years
ByJohn Meyer
"tilt

rultt

Her colleagues call her the
"Queen of the Job Fair."
However, "Career Expo ’98"
coordinator Margaret Wilkes is
modest about the title.
"I’ve bet ’n lucky enough to be
around when it started and to
have. worked on every Imp:said
Wilkes, who has been working
at the Career Center fir :30
years. "There’s a lot of history
there, so we do kid about that a
lot."
After working on all 27 job
fairs at San Jose State
University, Wilkes is at it
again, working on number 28.
She promises "Career Expo
’98," which starts today, will be
the biggest one ever.

She expects 6,000 students
and 180 employers.
Not bad, considering Wilkes
has seen the first job fair evolve
from 12 employers in the
Student Union Ballroom to a
spring circus that attracts more
people to the Event Center than
some rock concerts.
June Lim, assistant director
of the Career Center, said the
career expo is Wilkes’ "baby."
"She’s been here three
decades, and she works so tirelessly for what we consider our
showcase event of the year,"
said Lim, who has worked with
Wilkes for 15 years. "She has
such a grasp of what it takes to
put together a first-rate event
like the career expo."
Wilkes’ motivation for organizing a successful job fair to

help students find employment
opportunities is partially due to
her own experience.
As an SJSU student in 1968,
one day she decided to go to the
Career Center because. she had
some questions as to what she
could do with a business
degree. This is where Wilkes’
life took a turn. She. immediately clicked with the people there,
and, later, she was offered a job
at the Career Center, far from
the business world.
Since then, it’s been 30 years
at the Career Center and a reputation for being the "Queen of
the Job Fair." Her only work in
business is as the liaison
of
the
College
between
Business and the Career
Center.
See Wilkes, page. 1

ByJon Pere,
Nemt ’1%.
era am

Counselor Margaret Wilkes has coordinated the SJSU
Career Expo for the past 28 years. Here she stands in the room
where an estimated 6,000 students will look for ’ohs today.

Twenty-eighth annual SJSU expo caters to future employees
By Mindy Leigh Griser
suit Writcr
Employers want you,
Students who are planning a future career, or are
looking for a current job, should plan on attending
Career Expo ’98 which is hosted by San Jose State
University today in the Event Center between 10
a.m. and 3 p.m.
There are 180 representatives from various
employers such as Silicon Graphics and Great
Western Bank scheduled to be available to answer
questions and share information about employment
with their companies.
According to Margaret Wilkes, Career Expo coordinator, more than 50 percent of the organizations
that will be in attendance are here to talk about
internships.
’There is something for everyone here, from stu-

ing said -We Asian
available to her.
Community
Cr
Americans
Inyalvement i understand the Asian cultural perspective and are available, to
help people who feel there is no one to
talk to. Ruth White. Santa Clara Suicide. and
Crisis Service Program coordinator.
ciin
said her program’s 24-hour hi it
handle calls in 120 lanimages
"We also have the capability to put
people in touch with resilurces that provide assistance in their emotional lam
guage.- White said "Whili someone is in
a crisis, they want te talk in their own
Iiingthige

dents whet are gathering information on a possible.
major to candidates who are getting ready to graduate.," Wilkes said.
Many of the representatives are SJSU graduates
themselves, according to Wilkes.
"Just look for the people with the blue ribbons
They are folks who were recently sitting in SJSU
classes themselves, and they are most approachable,"
Wilkes said.
Students are encouraged to come with an idea of
what companies they might want to talk to and have
a few questions prepared to ask. There will be handouts that will help students target prospective
employers.
There will be a diverse group of people from different fields attending the expo, according to Wilkes.
Students can expect to speak with representatives
from IBM to the FBI to various hotels and resorts.
Angela Szymusiak, who oversees the college

recruiting program al \ doh, shins. said they have.
both toll and part
a number if paid intiriiship,
for graduates as well as under
tittle available
graduates
Students %%ha plan 1,, attend the expo ire’ interested in meeting proti,ssionals who an, mit there
working in their field ot stutl). accarding tiWilkes
"I wish I had gone %%lien I %%as a freshman. before
I decided in 1 maiiir u I emilit
kind lit jobs
are tnit there.- said Mare. Canet. a graphic design
major
Some students are attending becaus. they art. getinstructurs
ting extra credit
"I’m taking ott %..rk in order to attend so lean get
extra credit in 111%, business,marketing class," said
Nick Lenicke. an advertising major
"I went to it a tl,m, years ago. and it seemed kind of
chaotic It was like. the companies were there, but not
really interested in tel tially hiring.- Lemcke said

r. own
When going to a 1..in.er
mon knowledge that stinkots should
come prepared ha kit tyk mg %%hat comp.’
tb
or is it ’
"It’s surprising.- Intel e’ampus
Christ II’
lit, roiling
Manager
Ki1111’1111101 S;t1,1 -Every now :toil then
they :isk. ’What Iii yin& aiNs (1,r
SiiIit
Thi, is Ily t hi San ./t
1.111VcrS11l t ’itrei ’I Center. located in tb.
basement ot the Business Building. Imprinted it flyer on tips for a sticci.ssbil
Career Expo ’98
"Part at atir miss!, In IS ttu Idlleail. Sill
1111iS and prepare them for the outside
..rlit." Career Center Employer
Relations liepresentative Deborah
W’eakland said
Weakland said that th. thc.r was
printed doe to the lack ot -tudent (Ape
!IMO’ tehtn ult,ilimug te ithi onli)1,1o.r,
"Thi
didn’t klitm
didn’t knu a w11.11 1,,
sax.-This licis
Asen anon
The tb.,.r stress,: the importance ot
pri
lii mg .1 1,I.,11.11Vd
sent one’s. self and prepared mi.st ions
for uniplt,.vvr,
Fur high tech cianpanies sucli
IntiI
and Ilewlett Packard.
skills are tlw two nimor areas to coneell
trate ..n the resume
...rding tie Miirt Jones. staffing
consultant tor Hey, lett-Packard, educe
torn. computer skills and internship
e Resumes, page. -1
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Is the death penalty fair
treatment for a convicted
murderer or is it sanctioned
murder on society’s behalf?
Punishment should fit
crime; no life sentences
for convicted murderers

Two wrongs don’t make
a right; death penalty
costly and often unfair
the death
Iused to believe solution
to
penalty was the
capital crime. I don’t anymore.
A common misconception about
capital punishment, which I used
to share, is that it’s cheaper to execute someone than to keep him or
her incarcerated for lift,.
The death penalty is much more
expensive than a life sentence.
A study of Los Angeles County
lists a total cost of almost $2.1 million for the death penalty. while
tIii’ total cost of incarcerating a
person fir lift without the possibility of parole is about
$1.4 million
According to a study by the Sacramento Bee,
Cal Minna would save $90 million each year if it got rid
of capital punishment.
One of the re:isons fin- the enormous cost of the death
penalty is the extensive appeals process. In addition, if
a defendant is found guilty there must be a second trial
to determine whether the person should be executed.
This, of course, clists money.
Then, are a number of constitutional safeguards that
contribute to the high costs of capital punishment. In a
death penalty case the jury selection process is more
ilaborate, there are more testimonies from experts and
and more noitions are filed.
in
common misconception is that the death
An
penalty deters people from committing violent crimes.
The late University of Pennsylvania scholar Thorsten
Sellin, former president of the International Society of
Criminology, studied the issue and found that the death
penalty was not a deterrent.
Another reason why I oppose capital punishment is
the fact that racism is prevalent in the criminal justice
system. In 1990. the General Accounting Office reported
that race was an important factor in capital punishment
cases If the victim was white, the offender was no ire’
likely to receive the death penalty’ than if the victim was
black.
According to inliirmation compiled by the NAA(T
Legal Detense Fund. the execution ratio is 1.17 percent
if the defendant is white and the victim black, while it is
23 47 percent if the defendant is black and the victim
white.
It may be true that families of victims get "closure’.
when the offenders are executed, but killing the inurden.r doesn’t bring the victim back. Neither is it likely
tit take away the pain of losing a loved one.
Killing a murderer is also murder. The Associated
Press definis murder :is "malicious, pn.meditiited hi tin
.ind homicide as "a legal term fur slaying or
killing Well, I think sentencing a person to death and
then carrying out the execution is as premeditated a
killing :is it gets. And it sure isn’t done out of kindness.
Finally. there’s the slight but ever sotmportant risk of
innociqd piqiple being sentenced to death.
According to the organization Death Penalty Focus of
Calitbrnia, 23 people, who later were found innocent,
have been executed since the beginning of the century.
not be a large number, but it is definitely 23
This in
too many.
To ilVOld such wrongful executions, to avoid unfair
sentences based on race and to save tax money, the
(bath penalty should be abolished.
Asa Belwll is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Talking Heads

"No, I would not. I
don’t think that it’s our
choice to decide. I don’t
think it’s our decision to
end someone’s life, even
a murderer’s."
Donnelle German
senior
nutrition and
food science

14

"No, even if it was
someone in my family. I
always believed in the
right to live. Murderers
could actually try to
improve themselves."
Anne Dang
sophomore
child development

Illustmtion by Rusty Gise( Met

this supposedly civilized society, there’s a lot of debate about
In
whether murderers ought to
die for their crimes.
I say there is simply no other
way to make the punishment fit
the crime.
First of all, there is evidence
that the alternative to the death
in prison is a
penalty
life
joke. According to the United
States Department of Justice, the
average "life" term served for mur- Kevin .11(11cm:in
der in this country is five years and
11 months.
Six years for murder? This is justice?
Even with the existence of life without parole as a
sentencing option, courts often sentence murderers to
"life" but leave the door open to future parole. (Robert F.
Kennedy’s assassin, Sirhan Sirhan, is still eligible for
parole.) This means families of the victims will have to
relive the horror all over again as they argue at parole
hearings for keeping the inmate behind bars.
If the parole board lets the inmate out, there’s no
telling what will happen. Executing the murderer
relieves everyone of the burden. Richard Allen Davis’s
death sentence means Marc Klaas need not worry about
any parole hearings. When Davis is sent to his reward,
Polly Klaas’ family can rest easy.
While it is true that executing Davis will not bring
Polly back, that is not the point. Locking him up for the
rest of his days won’t bring her back, either. The main
idea is, again, to make the punishment fit the crime.
Murderers forfeit their right to live when they cut
another’s life short. Why should a murderer be allowed
to go on living even for the rest of his or her days in
prison where they receive three squares a day and a nice
warm bed while the victim’s family is left to deal with
its loss?
Another argument put forth by the let-the-murderers-live crowd is that the death penalty is more expensive than life without parole. While this is true, it might
be helpful to examine why.
The appeals process in death sentence cases, wherein
condemned prisoners attempt to show the court that
they are innocent or ought to have their sentence
reduced to life, is long and slower than a snail on
Sominex.
In California, an inmate gets an automatic appeal to
the state Supreme Court upon sentencing. If that appeal
is turned aside, the inmate may petition the court for a
writ of habeas corpus, in which he or she may attempt
to raise evidence not disclosed at trial. The other option
is to appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court if a serious constitutional issue is involved. This process can drag on for
years.
While it is good to make sure the condemned is undeniably guilty, it is also possible to speed up the wheels of
justice.
We can start by making sure condemned inmates
receive their lawyers in due time. Texas makes sure
lawyers are appointed soon after conviction; in the case
of one California man convicted of murdering an elderly
woman, he waited three years for his lawyer while a
Texas man convicted of a similar crime got his lawyer
the day he was sentenced to die.
Justice delayed...
Kevin W. Hecteman is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer.

Tf’a member of your family was murdered, would
YOU support the death penalty for the murderer?

"Yeah, I support it. I’d
Just want the murderer
to feel the same pain
that somebody else’s
family went through."
Katie DiPalermo
junior
child development

"No, it’s not right
because then somebody else dies. So it’s a
never-ending cycle,
death for death."
Reza Ehsanian
junior
biology

"I probably wouldn’t. I
believe in chances in life.
It’s also my religion
(Catholic). It would be
hard to forgive the murderer, but eventually I
would."
Hung Iran
senior
industrial design

"If a loved one was
killed, it would make it
much more personal."

Chris Goller
junior
public relations

( (implied by Suzanne Ferrante & Photos by Chris Riley
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Zimbabwe" from 12 - 3 p.m in the
Herbert Sanders Gallery, 2nd floor
of the Industrial Studies Building
For more information, call Denise
Tortorici at (408) 272-0977

Sparta Guide
Today
A.S. ELECTION BOARD
Get to know your student government candidates at the candidate forum from 4:30 - 5:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Almaden
Room. For more information, call
Alicia Restivo at 14081 924-5955.

the Student Union’s Pacheco Room.
For more information, call Susan
Clair at (408) 924-5962.

GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL ALLIANCE
Musical chairs and games at
3:30 p.m in the Student Union’s
Guadalupe Room. For more information, call Juan Ramos at (408)
456-5058.

SAACS (CHEMISTRY CLUB)
General informative meeting at
2:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall, Room
504. For more information, call
Reem at (408) 924-1000 ext. 22502.

HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
General meeting, guest speaker
at 5 p.m. in the Student Union
Council Chambers. For more information, call Maribel at (4081 2943667.

EPISCOPAL CANTEBURY COMMUNITY
Forum: ’The Gospel According to
Luke - Life in the Fast Lane vs. ?"
from 5:30 - 7 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Pacheco Room. For more
information, call Anna at (4081 2932401.

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
(4081 924-4330.

CAREER CENTER
Career Expo ’98 from 10 a.m. - 3
:p.m. in the SJSU Event Center. For
tore information, call the Career
.Resource Center at (408) 924-6034.

SIKH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
General meeting at 12:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Costanoan
Room. For more information, call
Lakhvir Singh at (408) 219-3471.

’CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
it Daily Mass from 12:05 - 12:30
in the John XXIII Center,
:across from SJSU Theatre, For
:psore information, call Ginny at
4408) 938-1610.

SJSU WOMEN’S CLUB RUGBY TEAM
New players welcome to practice
from 4 - 5:30 p.m. at Spartan Field,
no experience necessary. For more
information, call Hilda Vazquez at
(408) 924-8190.

’CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Free film: "The Dynamics of
ti.ife" at 7:30 p.m. at 410 Cambridge
Ave., Suite C, Palo Alto. For more
information, call Joe Feshback at
)650) 853-0602.

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER &
NUTRITION/FOOD SCIENCE CLUB
National Nutrition Month
Health Fair from 10 a. in. to 2 p.m.
in the Student Union. For more
information, call Nancy Black at
1408) 924-6118.

4.m.

DEPARTMENT OF ART AND DESIGN
Recent watercolor works by
DP11190 Tortorici: "The Road to
Zimbabwe" from 10 a m. - 4 p.m. in
the Herbert Sanders Gallery, 2nd
floor of the Industrial Studies
Building. For more information, call
Denise Tortorici at 408) 272-0977.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
OUTREACH COMMITTEE
"Celebration of Culture" at 5:30
p,m. in the Music Building’s
Concert Hall. For more information, call Marilyn at (408) 9244603.
JAPAN CLUB
Conversation hour at 3 p.rn. in
Sweeney Hall, Room 344. For more
information. contact Naomi at
natimiN pobox.com
LINGUISTICS & LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Lecture: Dr. Swathi Vann iarajan
will speak on "Acquisiton of
Vocabulary" from 6 - 7:15 p.m in
Hugh Gillis Hall. Rosin 217. For
more information, call Julie at
)4081 924.4704.

Special meeting time at 2 p.m.
at the Chicano Resource Center.
Statewide San Diego sponsorship
due For more information. call
1408) 924-8378
MU ALPHA GAMMA
Magazine journalism club meeting at 3 p in in Dwight Bente!
Hall, Room 213 All welcome.
NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT
Percent body fat testing with
bioelectrical impedance from 1 - 3
p.m. In the Central Classroom
Building. Room 103. For more information, call Jill Christensen at
(408) 924-3110.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM
Brown bag lunch program:
"Procrastination" presented by
Mary Moore from 12 - 1:30 p.m in

JAPAN CLUB
Japanese film hour: "Minbo" or
"The Gentle Art of Japanese
Extortion" from 2 - 4 p.m. in
Sweeney Hall, Room 242. For more
information, call Yoon at (408) ’279;3338.
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY
Shamrock Showcase Lip Sync
Contest at 7 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Loma Prieta Room. All proceeds to the the Santa Clara
Children’s Shelter and NCPCA. For
call (408) 279!sore in
9035.
LE CERCLE FRANcAIS
Film night: "Ridicule" at 7 p.m.
in Sweeney Hall, Room 100. For
more information, call Jean -Luc
Desalvo at (408) 924-4611.

WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER
Support group meeting from 1 2 p.m. in the Administration
Building. Room 22211. For more
information. call )408) 924-6400.

PREMED CLUB
Weekly meeting at 12:30 p.m. in
Duncan Hall, Room 345, with talks
by med students from Stanford
University; last day to join the
club. For more information, call
Shu at (408) 938-0581.

Thursday
A.S. ELECTION BOARD
Government Candidate Open
Forum from 12,15 - 1:15 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call Alicia
Restivo at (408i 924-5955.
ASSOCIATION

PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT
SOCIETY OF AMERICA
Panel discussion concerning
public relations environments. registration at 6 p.m., begins at 6 30
p.m. in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room
225. For more information. call
Bruce Roseman at (408) 462-9507.

or ASPIRING

!MATHEMATICS & SCIENCE TEACHERS
Colloquium series and meeting
from 12 - 1 p m. in Duncan Hall.
Room 505. For more information.
call Dr. Kitchen iit (408) 924-5157

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a.m. - 4 pan. in the Art
au i I (1 iftelisdustriel Studies. For
more information. call Brendan at
(4081 924-4330

BHAKTI YOGA ASSOCIATION
Guest speaker) "Chaitanya
Mahaprabhu - Golden Avatar"
from 2 - 4 p.m, in the Student
Union’s Guadalupe Room. For more
information. call Braja at )408)
288)6360

SJSU WOMEN’S CLUB RUGBY
Practice from :i 30 - 5:30 p in it
Spartan Field, followed by )1 general meeting at Pizza Jack’s For
more information, call Hilda
Vazquez at (4081 924 ..8190

CAREER CENTER
H -P Day - Employer
12
Presentation from 11) 30 a. in
p,m. and 1 - 4 p in in the Student
Union’s Untimhum Room. Co-op
Workshop at 5,30 p.m in the
Student Union’s Guadalupe Room.
call the
For more in
Career Resource renter at (408)
924-6034.

THE LISTENING HOUR
Vocal recital. Professor Joseph
Frank’s vocal repertoire class performing known and unknown
’,leder of Richard Strauss, from
12,30 - 1:15 p. M. III the Music
Building Concert Hall For more
information, call i408) 924-4631

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12 05 12’30
p01 in the John XXIII Center,
across from 5.151’ Theatre For
more information. call (iinny at
(408) 938-1610

TSUNAMI ANIME CLUB
Weekly meeting at 7 p m ui Old
SC11.11C0 164. new members welcome For more informatiim, call
Won at 14081 279

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Free film: "Orientation" at 7.30
p.m at SO E Rosemary St For
more information. call Ilene at
(408) 441-6861

1,1,11 Wed pet ,./, it,io;. to,
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rind ’tan The tientIline
oar rest. 11,R,, three lilt, 1...fore ,IeNired rob
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DEPARTMENT OF ART AND DESIGN
Recent watercolor works by
Denise Tortorici "The Road to
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Emperor strikes back; Kenneth sees ’Stan’s’
week the hounds were released
Last
-and it looks like it could get
ugly.
Though no one is saying exactly who,
someone is out for Kenneth Starr’s blood.
(It’s Clinton.)
Someone is taking aim at Starr’s jugular. (It’s Clinton.)
Someone has given the go-ahead for
the gathering of information detailing
underhanded investigative tactics by
Ken’s All -Starr Team. (It’s Clinton.)
Evidence is emerging that - surprise,
surprise - the Monica Lewinski investigation may not have been conducted in
an all-together above-board manner.
It seems that two of Starr’s top lieutenants are busy trying to rescue their tails from
the proverbial crack. They are in the awkward
position of being more concerned about defending
themselves from charges of legal misconduct
than they are about the Lewinski spectacle.
The first blow came when federal prosecutor
Bruce Udolf was found to have violated a defendant’s civil rights when he was a Georgia state
prosecutor in 1987. A jury ruled that Udolf had
"maliciously and arbitrarily" violated the defendant’s civil rights because he was denied the right
to call his attorney. Udolf was subsequently
ordered to cough up $50,000.
The second blow - in the form of an interesting link - came when Starr deputy Michael
Emmick was accused by Lewinski’s lawyer,
William Ginsberg, of violating the former intern’s
rights. Lewinski is maintaining that Emmick
blocked her attempts to contact an attorney during a January meeting. According to Ginsberg,
Lewinski was warned that such a call would kill
any possibility of immunity being granted.
Amid accusations that members of his own
camp aren’t as pristine as they should be, Starr is
blustering about "obstruction of justice." Maybe.
But it adds credence to the idea that Starr was so
single-minded in his pursuit that he didn’t stop to
catch his breath and assess those at his right
hand,
Holy moly, man, you don’t go to war without

first making sure your troops are
girded for battle .., especially not
when you’re begging for a staredown with the leader of the free
world.
Kenneth Starr is a little man who
is dying to bust out of the small fry
weight class.
He is like Arnold Horshack, sitting front and center in Mr. Kotter’s
class, hand clawing at the air and
urgently moaning, "Ooh! Ooh! Ooh!"
He is so desperate for attention
that he hasn’t taken a look at those
who need to be more above board
than anyone else - his team.
Ken, if no one’s told you before,
here are a couple of hot tips:
When you’re the one pointing the finger, make
sure it can’t be pointed at you.
When you’re the first in line waiting to throw
stones, make sure you won’t be the next to take a
blow.
Kenneth Starr can continue to scream bloody
murder about obstruction of justice, but in the
end it doesn’t matter. A team is only as strong as
its weakest link, and Starr’s is eroding away
quickly.
Is Clinton just trying to avert the American
people’s attention and cover his own ass?
Yeah, probably, and if he isn’t he damn well
should be.
Who would offer themselves up in front of a firing squad and not try to take a few shots in their
own defense?
Who would be willingly nailed to the cross and
not fight tooth and nail the whole way there?
Who would go to war without knowing the
enemy’s weaknesses intimately?
Starr has been the chihuahua nipping at
Clinton’s ankles for six long years now.
And now the pit bull has been let off his leash.
So Billy boy, as the old song goes, "Oh, would
you like to swing at a Starr?"
Thrri K Milner is a Spartan Daily cu-executive editor
Her column appears every Wednesday.
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Nothing makes a person more productive than the last minute.
Anon ymous
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(17) $1,000 Scholarships
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Artist brings ’color’ to travels
Tortorici said.
Senior April White said that
Tortorici, through her paintings,
allows the viewer a chance to
meet the people.
"Through her artwork, you
feel like you have exposure to
who they are," White said, "like
you’re actually meeting them."
Ralph Pickett, a regular visitor to the Tuesday night gallery
displays, said the paintings give
a sense of how it is in Zimbabwe.
"I don’t know the artist, but I
admire her for what she did,"
said Pickett, "going over there
with an evangelical mission."
Tortorici said she is not sure
what she will do with the paintings after the display is over.
"Hopefully they’ll go somewhere where they belong," she
said. "Someplace in downtown
San Jose would be nice."
"Denise Tortorici: The Road To
Zimbabwe" will be on display
through Thursday on the second
floor of the Industrial Studies
Building.

From her experience’s in
Africa, she brought home memories which she transformed into
watercolor paintings. She used
Most people only have memo- the people she got to know best
ries, or at most, pictures to as subjects for most of her paintremember significant hearts of ings, and with her use of color
their lives, but San Jose State she easily draws one’s eye to the
University graduating senior subjects and their surroundings.
Denise Tortorici has sonwthing
phobrought
Tortorici
more.
tographs from her stay in the
Tee remind her of her recent
capitol city of Harare and used
trip tee Zimbabwe., she has water- them as models for her paintcolor paintings, currently eal dis- ings.
play in the Herbert Sanders
"I used photographs as a refGallery in the Industrial Studies erence, but I remember what it
Building.
was like," she said.
to
Tortorici
t raveled
Tortorici, an art major,
Zimbabwe, Africa. as a member stressed how the subjects of her
of the San Jose Christian paintings were more than just
Team characters.
Student
College
Evangelism Program tee "service
"It’s personal to me. It’s not
the. African pastors, the commu- just a face. These were people
nity and the sclmols."
that were important to me: she
There she lived with a tradi- said.
tional family and adapted to
Of the collection, she said
their way of life., helping (flees,. of there is no one favorite.
much
her faith and It
"Most are important tier their
about the. culture..
reasons,"
individual
own
By Yvette Anna Trejo
shin Wm. i

Gvivsens

.Sp.tt

Artist Denise Tortorici listens to San Jose State University art professor Leroy Parker express his
thoughts about one of the paintings in her exhibit called, "The Road To Zimbabwe." Denise used the camera in her hands to take photographs, which she later used to paint her portraits. The exhibit is located in
the Industrial Studies Building and will run until Thursday.
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Wilkes: Career Center veteran

Continued from page 1
experience are vet ill for a
resume
I’1,11111, inns to say)
the. type of
t hat we. need at
work expe fie
II P.. Iones
Kielleleliach pointed out that
litters re-etnies iire. put into
elect
diet aba,e, where
skill, al e let MI it Vt.,rti search.
"The \ look at the.
first
and troni the.re. they will call
the per,ein.. liallereleach said.
That
one of the reasons
%Arlo. the -tier (’inter has had
onn’ en and hold
ri.-41111t critique -essions.
"If you don’t lest skills and
tier experience. your risiumf..
saul.
ici,1 tie
Aii,,thei minor proponent of
the. tips is tee prepare a "one
mineite eimmercial." where a
telent cle,cribes their major,
rcer irite-re"-!-. work experi.
; ,a.ricidar activities
tearer information
oriole that they are seeking.
"It
ve,-. important that
they communicate well orally,"

Continued from page 1
"I think a hit of students are
like I was, Wilkes said. " They
end up in a field that thev (lido I
know existed. "
Wilkes said she is cow-iciteus
of’ the difficult career decisions
that can haunt students, not
only from her own experience
but also front working with
thousands of students
That is why the- 1995 vtrsion
of the. traditional 5.151’ iii fair
a
is called a Career Expo broader, expanded form eel a jetb
fair.
She l’eels the. Career Expo is
a place where freshinele can ask
a worker in a specitic field
which they might be interested
in about jobs. maybe helping
them decide on a major
Shp also soil a’, a geed vay
for S41111101Thires anti itlIllt Jr, tee
get internship opporomit
Its original goal itt helping
seniors and ;delimit tee find fobs
is still intact. Wilkes said
Tee satisfy the .1 idiots, however, is met easy. Wilkes spends
a quarter of the. year organizing
the event. In tact, she has
already started organizing
1999’s expo.
The reason Mr the :ulvance
preparatien is because she
spends a lot of time netwerking

.The,

Jt

-.WI

tXlot participant will .e,-.1;
rangompliiviiieett outlook,
c.I e ’IC I rainitii! and what
ittIVIsithitt
skill- ct’
1.,te.it It,. it -ttuci-,1111

ci, liii it IA\

i it -

a

phis. -

Event Center staff prepares for the 180 employment representatives
taking part in today’s "Career Expo" job fair.
Kaltenbach said, while explaining that research and questions
combined with a confidence. are
crucial to a good impression.
Questions that should be
avoided are those dealing with
salaries and benefits
An informative videotape,
"How to Make a Job Fair Work
for You," and a Career Center
booth with staff members helping students with their presentatie in will be available at the
student entrance.
"They still have. time. to prelie re thenesi.lves for the interac11.111.- Weakland said.

If you don’t list
skills and your
experience, your
rØsumØ just
floats.
Margaret Wilkes,
Job Fair director

Author goes with what he knows
arol
at \X

IS%

Ihcheird Res,’ writc, t he kind
eel lee e% ic -eruct, heel make Vial
Ne-e.rican take mon,
and his
;tree i lead either
fle ecetleer et the nevel
--..trecight \Ian- and the 1993
ii mein film. ’Neel),
II lee eit Sem ti ice’ Stitt
I I w.crsit\cic Concert I hill
I heir -fay as part et the Major
:Ville.’ Series -.pensiired by
cctitor ter Literary Arts.
I<
1.0.,,t Int yin release
expIere, the -.mire-al side cif
ecclectim
It I, -aihiect he knows well,
.veeirs teaching
Iceivile, ’pent
around ice. cent); n, Ilis neve]
,eacce wicked barbs at a
no, thee Al koglish department at
Peacic-,.k.inia roivers0. Its
it ire:III-I. has ce clleagues at
his jc.i.st le eiching pest, e which
ASO be.
II)

PI.1111-

I

trattliCally

arelicmc ter clues in the book to
find eau cc heel, poi Tit. his character., .Int
bit,111 iee, said
(If ian of 5.151-s
.114111 Crane
Colley, al Humanities
Cram.. is guilty himself of’
playing that izuessing game The
dean is a former colleague who
instiumental in bringing
Rosso hi 5.151’ to speak. said
I.:W(1111W Si nciiee ii. StiSt

EVVIlt.S

:oordinator
It is the eerily school Russo
plans to visit and it is largely
due to Crane’s friendship that he
is coniing l’hat partnership
began when the tv,:ie were both
teaching at Penn State,
i published author
hirnsr di, concedes that "Russo
was better than all of us."
The switch from teaching to

14

toll time %%riling didn’t happen
quickly Russo admits it took
almost In years briery his first
novel. "Mohawk," was published.
His advice Mr budding authors
is this "Year werk better ht, lb(
11W11 reward ilt.VallSt y(311 might
not ever get paid."
But he has had no second
thoughts about fleeing the halls
of academia.When asked if he
missed teaching his answer was
an unequivocal "no."
"I taught for twenty -some
yiars, tied I grew tired of repeating myself," Russo said
Russo considers himself a
blessed man. His novels have
taken great perseverance, but he
readily allows he’s had his share
of luck. It was serendipity that
linked him with Oscar winning
writer/director Robert Benton in
the first place.
Benton was working on the
movie version of Russo’s
"Nobody’s Fool" and was experiencing some. script problems. A
chance call to Russo ended with
Russo becoming the script doctor The pair developed a rapport
at work and outside the job that
has lasted to this day.
When Benton decided to do
another project he thought of
Russo, and between them their
curn.nt movie release. ’Twilight."
was conceived.
Russo said he has not experienced many of the pitfalls other
writers have encountered. Many
authors contend their writing is
massacred in its transition to
the screen. Russo claimed that
ciinversely, Hollywood has been
very good to him. So good that he
has embarked on a dual movie
project, a screenplay for his
novel "Straight Man" and a
treatment for one of his earlier
books, "The Risk Pool."

Rosso works Ind Of tin’ hOnn,
he’ shares with his wife and two
daughters in Maine. He admits
to being fairly disciplined in his
writing habits, thee result of all
t hose. years teaching. Wheql
asked if the literary world is a
small one in which to socialize,
Russo said it wasn’t.
"I am pretty much out of the
loop due to living in Maine.
Stephen King lives seven miles
down the read and we get
together when we can, but other
than that I don’t see authors the.
way I would if I lived in New
York."
Paul Newman told Larry
King recently that he’s lucky If
he. se -i’s tine good script a year.
Ile has been a fan eel the
author since Russo’s first script,
"Nobody’s Foe d," which earned
Newman an Academy Award
nomination. Russo and Benton
are hoping the second collabo
ration will reap similar rewards
The film has attracted such
In
Hollywood
iis
Newman, StISall Sarandon and
Gene Hackman, all Acadeniv
Award winners themselves
Newman described his character, Harry, as a vulni.rable deter.
tive Irioking for a tubule to roost
"This film is different than
anything I’ve ever done I’ve
always hived Raymond I ’handler
detective novels and if I was
going to write something unique.
that was it, that 1940s film noir
style," Russo said .
While many might think
Russo has an embarrassment of
riches, he acknowledged that the
road to success has been excruci
atingly long and hard.
"You develop a thick skin from
rejection. Then all of a sudden,
your name is everywhere. I’ve
been very fortunate."

66
Most universities
will try it, but ...
they don’t come
close to what
SJSU does.
Margaret Wilkes,
Job Fair director

99

and wiling publicity out to
prospective employers.
Every year Wilkes tries to
:old employers tee make the
(-vent me ere diverse; in fact, this
year she said the high point is
the diversity in companies looking for various majors. However
thee’ more companies added: the
mein, time consumed.
tradition behind the
SNIT Career Expo makes it
easier for Wilkes because S.1S17
has developed good relationships with rt lot of companies
that attend the event every
year
’They are pleased with the
caliber and quality of (cur students.- Wilkes said "They are
always going to come back to

The.

something they’ve been successful at."
Wilkes is proud that companies are interested in SJSU’s
Career Expo and its students.
She is also proud of the university fin- having a job fair of this
size.
"Most universities will try it,
but as far as the magnitude,
they don’t come close to what
SJSU does, " Wilkes said.
She thinks the Career Expo
is getting too big for the Event
Center. If that happens, then it
will most likely turn into a twoday event.
Nevertheless, if she has her
way, the career expo will accommodate all students. In the past
couple of weeks, Deborah
Wvakland. co-coordinator of
"Career Expo ’9/4," said Wilkes
has tried tee recruit over 1,500
students to the event. In addition, tier the past two weeks
there has been heavy itdve-rtising on campus.
"She huts a real pulse for the
campus,"
Weakland
said.
"What’s going to work and what
the students are interested in."
During the expo, Wilkes gets
to enjoy three months of planning in one day.
"By the end of the day, my
feet know the Event Center
very well, " Wilkes said.
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Cheerleaders!
Dancers! Mode
Aerobic Instru
and Songleaders
Don’t Wait - Call No
(408) 733-56 7

YOU’VE NEVER BEEN ON A CHEERLEADING SQUAD QUITE LIKE THIS!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Highest paid cheerleaders in the Bay Area!
Team make-up and hair stylist for every home game.
Two complimentary tickets for all home games.
Promotional opportunities available.
Professionally catered dinner prior to each home game.

Audition Information*
Date: Sat., March 28, 1998 - 9:00 am
Location: Gym, 382 Portage Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94306
Requirements: To qualify, all women must be 18 years of age by March 28, 1998. Dance
experience and 5x7 or 8x10 photo is required. (Photo allows judges to put a face with the
application. Photos will not be returned.) Decision of judges will be final. For a complete
audition packet, and any additional Information, please call the SaberKittens office.
Note: Audition Packets must be turned in by 3/24/98. No packets will be accepted after
3/24/98.

Don’t Wait
Call Now!
(408) 733-5657
* Closed audition,
NO spectators allowed.

Be part of the Hottest
Cheerleading Squad
in the Bay Area...
The San Jose
SaberKittens!

FOR zik-7411. SEASON TICKETS CALL: (408) 573-5577
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Computer program alleviates math stress
By Margaret Bethel
’,Lin with,-

(

Ril(1 Sp. it (.1n 0.1111,

Professor Michael Beeson has developed "Mathpert" a computer math assistant program that
makes college level math easier for those who aren’t proficient at math.

Sweaty palms, an increased
heart rate and an overall baffled
brain. They are all symptoms of
"math anxiety."
While nuidern techniilogy has
Vet to provide a cure, San Jose
professor
University
State
Michael Beeson has created
mathematical expert
Mathpert
a computer pr igram to help students conquer their fears step by
step.
"Niibody does math right the
first time," Beeson said. "So I
began with my analysis of why
math is so difficult for people."
Beeson began working on the
program in 1985 with two concepts in mind.
Ile said recognizing that math
is a cumulative process and that
there is more than one way to
solve an equation were at the
starting point if Mathpert software.
By 1997, Algebra Assistant, PreCalculus Assistant ;nal Calculus
Assistant were the result, and like

the original idea, cumulative.
According to Kenneth Louden,
S.ISU associate professor of math
and computer science, the "hints"
and "autostep" portions If the program will effectively hell confused
students understand the equations.
"Igathpert, unlike any other
math tutoring program, will actually tell you step by step how to get
it done," Louden said.
With about 8,000 problems
already programmed into the software, students can also enter their
own, and it won’t allow mistakes or
"illegal math moves," according to
Beeson.
Astro Algebra is a different program by Edmark, and according to
the marketing product manager
Glenn Kouhia, it also ()tiers thoustusands of equations’ he
dents cannot enter their own.
While Beeson likens other math
programs to "electrimic page-turners." or the 1 ireek (iracle," he said
Mathpert is by design quite different because it does step by step
work at the student’s pace.
According to Barbara Nigro,

marketing manager fiir Mathpert
Systems, most other math programs are more similar to games,
or "edutainment.Although Mathpert software
would allow students to complete
their homework without actually
doing the work. Louden said he
wouldn’t he concerned because seeing the steps the computer would
take might still help the student tie
understand, and competency can
still be tested in the classroom.
"If students want tel get through
school vithout learning, that’s
their problem. I absolutely refuse
to play policeman,- Beeson said,"...
but at San Jose State I’ve never
run into studimts that don’t want
to learn."
According to Joey II ung, a computer 5114’11,1’ major in Beeson’s
windows programming class, it’s
not surprising that his instructor
spent so much time tie a program
so itIVOIVC(1.
very humorous and he
explains things well.’ I lung said. "I
Will definindy he able to make my
own windows program after this

Breaking the ice; hockey not just for guys
lk Mindy Leigh (riser
st;tt
r
There- Iv .is a time \Own ice
lc,ckey %vas primarily It male
-port. but many )voinen are
showing their interest by taking
Advantage ,,t the 11111 classes
I at are being offered tt San
1111,1(tile’ It week,
Tlior-da\ mornings awl
morning,- lioth
t,,ke lie I’ .11 tli. lc( Cent I’,
I’ll 1
huh :a111
class
’Fliiir.-(1.1%
-41,, I,
.\1111,I
students.
ot ,Wout
\1/4..nion
11,111.11w
Although \\ onion aro A now ir
11% in III. c1.1--. mato. If titian
,1111f,41 ;11)1t.
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I rying II, learn "a num’s sport."
"It was It little intimidating at
iirst. hut most of the guys in the
class are supportive and helpful," said .11)y Munoz, who is taking the class with her sister,
Emmy. "The staff is really supportive as well, and they do a
good job of treating us as
equals.Many Id the guys do not 111)11(1
sharing the rink with girls. in
fact some prefer having women
r ,und
-There are a few egocentric
males in the class, hut I
ing women in the class. They
smell bettir than the guys do.said James Gatenhy. a computer
Engineering major.
With rth Ire and more sport s

becoming acceptable for women,
hockey is becoming much more
appealing to women and they
don’t mind breaking a little
sweat.
"I’m taking the class because I
like the challenge," said Myra
Castro, wh(i took the class last
semester as well. "I remember
the first day of class ono of’ the
guys asked me what I was doing
there. but being a female gets
you a little extra status in the
class because you get more
recognition when you do something good."
The U.S. Women’s Olympic
Hockey team winning the gold
to ’lilt! has also spurred interest
in hockey among women.
"They are definitely inspira-

Chemical pollution workshop
tackles ‘Toxics in the Hood’
f one of his protests was going to a high-ranking
Chevron official’s house and telling his neighbors
ablan (7hevron’s pollution.
isl, I lIlly .1
Ile said one of his major victories came when
problem. It can ills() lie
I
Ill
\-iroolio111,11 la-olden), according to the his group’s activism pressured Chevron to shut
in the I 1,,od- workshop.
down one of its major incinerators, which emitted
1.:iiviroriniorit ricisin
tile’ I.iwironitiorit toxic gases int() the air.
aolind
"Henry is (speaking at "Toxics in the Hood")
.t how minor-it los is pollut..1
n(1(1111111 lias loss ci It voice Inch he
it’s his backyard," English said."That’s his
1111.,011. -.11.1 San
State ’ilivirsity home, and he’s going to fight for it."
FA,,,,(11,..h, organizer of
ralloate -1,2,1.11t
5,151.7 student Melanie Lindstrom, an environTx1,-- in the Ii
mental studies minor, said she read about Clark in
The "l’I
tI the Hood- vorkshol,s tackled (al(’ e f hor textbooks.
rivironniorriAl rAcisiu ,11111 p0-tico
"Ile’s a nationally known grass roots activist,"
’Jill’ List workshop toatiirod t
panolists whir, Lindstrom said.
Iiscossod hoir
Raquel Sancho, director of Health Workers
oxiioraoricos v, li environinerii
voi
s.ISI’ -1 orient, rri.to s \york- Acting Together for Change, was another panelist
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tional," Castro said. " ’The girls’
team played much better than
hard
the guys and they we
to earn the gold. They also rein three’ the. reason why it is OK for
us to try to play with these
guys."
Although knowing how to ice
skate is not a requirement for
the class, many students said
that it is very beneficial to know
the basics.
"If you don’t know how to
stand, move or stop, you’ll have
it hard in the beginning.- Joy
Munoz said. "The teachers are
really patient iend they will
teach you how to skate if you
don’t know how, but there is a lot
more to the game than just skating

Carol Tessier, left, helps Emmy Munoz with a few new hockey
moves in the beginning hockey class on Fridays at the Ice Centre.
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"This university gave me more than ample time
to accomplish the goals that I had for the program.The goals were not being met."

to
Ii

Saying it was "the right thing to do," Stan Morrison
announced his resignation as SJSU basketball coach midway through the season. Now Morrison answers questions about why he resigned, whether the Spartans can be
competitive in the WAC and what’s next after SJSU.

ey

Spartan Daily
It has been
two days since the final game of
the season. What is going
through your mind right now?
Has it set in?
Stan Morrison The thing
that’s primary in my mind right
now is finishing up a number of
commitments and responsibilities I have here. I want the guys
to be in the weight room, I don’t
want them falling back in that
regard. I want to continue to conduct our study table, so they
don’t fall behind academically, so
the new coach can have those
things in place. I’m a team captain in the Spartan Foundation
Fund Drive. So I have those
responsibilities in terms of fundraising.
I’m looking for a job. Looking
to see what I’m going to be doing
next. Trying to move along
rather quickly in that regard,
making some inquiries and
phone calls, and decide what I’ll
do next.
SD Now that you’ve mentioned that, I know you have a
relationship with UCSB. They
have a head coaching basketball
vacancy. Is that something you
would be interested in?
SM Yeah, but that’s not
going to happen. I know that’s
not going to happen. My record
won’t permit that to happen. The
athletic director there is a very
close friend of mine, since high
school days. And the outgoing
coach is a friend of mine, we
played against each other in
high school. That’s not going to
happen, that is not an option.
SD Based on your own
goals when you took the SJSU
position, do you feel you had any
success accomplishing those
goals?
SM No
SD What is wrong with college basketball today and what
is right about it?
SM Well, I
think there’s
more right than there’s wrong. I
think one of the big problems is
that we seem to be gravitating
more to a professional style of
basketball, and I think professional basketball is in real trouble. There is a real stereotype in
the game.
It’s not going to be long before
we’re down to a 24-second shot
clock. I think the great thing
about college basketball is the
variety of styles and tempos and
ways of playing.
I think that our game is closer to a team sport than it is in
the professional game. The rules
in professional basketball don’t
allow it to be a team sport
because they’ve worked so hard
to ride. the shoulders of the individual players. I think there’s
greater appreciation by fans
today for team play.

hit) Pi mt t. *If toll? nilth

I think that’s one of the things
that college basketball needs to
hold on to very dearly. I think
some. of the problems are in
what’s going on in the recruiting
circles, to get kids to come to
your school. You get one or two
great players, and you can turn
your program around overnight,
literally. But at what risk are
you willing to sacrifice your
institution ... What I don’t like is
what’s going on in the summer,
in the recruiting at basketball
camps being run by shoe companies. It still is the greatest sport
around. The way basketball captures this country in the month
of March is remarkable.
SD Talking about different
college programs, is there a
coach out there you look up to?
SM There are a lot of coaches. My own college coach is the
guy that had the. greatest influence on me obviously, Pete.
Newell. His success and who he is
has been very well documented.
There are a lot of great coaches out there. I think Bobby
Knight is a great coach. I think
Mike Krzyzewski is a great
coach, and Roy Williams.
They don’t have to cheat. Kids
graduate. Stars will emerge
within those programs, but
never do those stars sacrifice. the
program. I admire what they do

EGG DONATION PROGRAM needs healthy women
between 21 and 32 years of age. Experience the
reward and satisfaction of enabling another woman to
conceive. If you are of Caucasion, Asian, East Indian,
Iranian or other ethnic cultures, you may help others of
your ethnic background who would otherwise remain
childless. All inquiries are confidential. Financial cornpensation is $2600.
.
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Text By Mark Gomez & Photos By Brian Prince

The dejected look on Stan Morrison’s face tells the story of SJSU’s season. They finished 3-23.

Give The Precious Gift Of Life
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Stan Morrison
on why he decided to retire

Contact: Kristin (510) 8674800
Bay Area Fertility Medical Group
56O1 Nords Canyon Rd, Ste 300
San Ramon, CA 94583

in high visibility.
SD
How disappointing was
this season for you?
SM It was terribly disappointing. More because we did
not improve. at the rate. I thought
we were capable of improving at.
We did not gain a level of consistency in our play. There was consistency in our problem areas
that did not go away and that
was a great bother to me.
Coaches are reminders. I
found myself reminding guys of
the same simple little fundamental things 10 times a practice, every day. That became very
frustrating for me and my staff.
We really plateaued and stayed
at that plateau for so long.
And so my disappointment
was that I thought I really failed
to communicate. in one fashion
or another, by being either really
aggressive with them, or being
very intellectual with them.
They were not in enough experiences, enough circumstances,
enough situations to gain a sense
of well-being, a sense of instinct
fin- the game., that would allow

"I would want people to remember me as someone who worked really hard, and tried to do it
the right way, and who really cared, cared about
the university and the program."
Stan Morrison
on how he’d like to be remembered

them to be productive and
improve. The last couple of
weeks, I saw some of that and
that was pleasing to me.
We went way too long a period
of time (without winning) and I
don’t know why. I’m always looking for the why. I don’t know
why, other than we had so many
first -year players, there weren’t
em nigh other experienced players to lead the way.
SD -- You made a statement
that this team has the greatest
potential tbr impnivement. Why?
SM That statement came
from the fact that we’ve taken
these playt(rs and put them in a
new culture, called WA(’ basset ball, where everything is done at
a faster, mire physical, more talented rate.
My feeling from Saturday
night I the last game) up until
Oct. 15, which is the first day of
practice’, our players will be.
more assimilated than any team
around. I really believe. that
SD
When you resigned
from the program, you said it
was the right thing to do. Would

you care to expand on that at
all?
SM This university gave
me more than ample time to
accomplish the goals that I had
for the program. The goals were
not being met. Resigning was
the right thing to do in light of
that, and giving someone else an
opportunity to take the program
to a level of success this university deserves.
SD I know you’ve had a
winning record at Pacific and
USC. Do you think it is something with SJSU? Can SJSU be
competitive in the WAC?
SM I think so. It will not be
easy, and anyone who takes the
job will understand that.
Yes, to answer your question.
It’s going to take, obviously, a
committed coaching staff who
isn’t afraid of hard work, but
that’s a given. It’s also going to
take the recruitment of some
players who want the challenge
of being a part of building that.
There aren’t many kids who
look at the recruiting process in
that light.
Most kids are looking at how
big is the arena, where do we
play, who do we play against,
what do the uniforms look like,
how many good looking girls are
on campus, what is the campus
life like, where are the entertainment spots’?
That’s what kids are all looking for. And some other things,
like education, can they provide
me with the major that I want?
Very few kids are looking at: I
want to go to that school,
because they have a real challenge, and I want to be a part of
meeting that challenge. That’s a
rare kid.
If you can get one or two of
those. kids who can play, I think it
will take a little. ingenuity in the
recruiting, and you need some
good luck and recruit some guys
who are "B" athletes and coach
them into being "A" athletes.
SD
What, if anything, does
he university need to provide to
-alp build a "winning program?"

Help Wanted
Campus Children’s
Center
Frances Gulland Child
Development Center, the
campus children’s center for
student parents, is
hiring dependable,
nurturing, and enthusiastic
assistants.
Must be available
11:30-2:00 MWF or T/Th.
Contact Leslie or Fran at

SM Anything I would say.:
would sound like an excuse on:
my part, and I’m not into making excuses for what we did not
accomplish. Everybody wants
more money ... recruiting,
because it’s really not the first
contact, it’s the subsesquent.
recruiting, going back to visit the
kid. There’s some physicat
things, locker rooms need to be
fixed. A need to have greater
control of your practices, getting
into the Event Center more consistently, there are some control
issues there for the coaching
staff.
SD
How important was
winning the last game of the season?
SM No more important
than trying to win the first one.
There are not many coaches in
the country who finish the season on a win. Usually, you’re
headed for a tournament, and
only one team will win a tournament. I think it was most important for my senior, Marmet
Williams, for the players on the
team, and certainly for Stan
Stewart ( assistant coach), he
coached every part of that game.
SD
Speaking about.
Marmet Williams, after the:
game, he said "I love you coach."
How did that make you feel?
SM It made me feel really
good. It made me feel wonderful.:
There’s a great bond of affection,
and he knows that I’m always
there for him. I love him, and I
admire him a lot. I know how
hard he worked and sacrificed.
He’s put so much into this.
SD
How would you like
SJSU to remember Stan
Morrison?
SM
I’ve never been one of
those guys, you know, what do
you want on your gravestone. I
would want people to remember
me as someone who worked really hard, and tried to do it the
right way, and who really cared,
cared about the university and
the program. I try to make really responsible decisions that
were for the team first.
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El Nino gives softball team break;
Spartans lose to Utah on new field

CRUNCH!!!

The Iles, ranked 25th in the
nation, came back to score three
Finis on three hits in the second.
Utah sophomore Jessie Ziese
smacked the hall up the middle
diamond, for a RBI double.

By Pegg) Flynn
,,t,,
All the (-lenient, vs ere there
trot- gtiutibir a win
ito a new field Ni m.
10/ rain
Spartan spirit ivas high One
thing was 1111SSIllg 1111. S111
Stat.(’ UnIVITS11. it,tinnit’s
hall team’s defense
I ’fliverstt. et 1 .1 all s%vent
5.151’ in a doubleheader, ti I and
6-2. on Sunda\ Ii iii pitcher
Sarah Farn,,wm111 pitched tie
first game_ scattering tour hit and one run it lab- the l’tes
scored five runs tn six bas in (hut
thirI inning.
Spartan
senior
Sarah
Coughlin slid into home, scoring
the only rim ot the game. in the
fifth inning en a sacrifice by
Whitcanack Alien giving
up six hits and five runs,
replacimient
pitcher Tina
alliived only two hits,
one run and fiiiir walks over the
last four innings
A double from .junior Kara
MaYil Garda, tut
Kanni..%
tie the up the second game of the
home half of the first inning
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SJ swept away by Hurricanes
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We were getting
ahead of ourselves
with our plays and
didn’t take care of
our defense.
Connie Miner
SJSU softball coach

99
Even with strong SJSU pitching
by Corina Lilly in the first game
and Niki Zenger in the second,
the defense wasn’t consistent
enough to hold hack Utah. The
Spartans 11/1111111111-d 1/111. error in

Dail%

San Jose Sharks center Marco Sturm gets checked tilt- the boards by a Carolina Hurricanes
detenseman. The Sharks lost the game 3-1 Monday night

Sharks beaten by
Carolina 3-1, lose
ground to Oilers
for playoff spot

hi

the first game and three in the
second.
The Utes are a relatively
young team, according to Utah
coach Mona Stevens, with only
one junior and one senior on the
roster.
"Our goal was to score early in
the count and swing strong,"
Stevens said.
Utah is now 7-6, and 2-2 in
the WAC.
&NU junior Kara Kanney,
who scored the only RBI of the
game, flAt the team could have
won.
"We came together as a team,
but ended up flat," Kanney said.
This was the first game in the
Western Athletic Conference for
the Spartans, and the anxiousness may have caused the team
to rush the plays, according to
SJSU Coach Connie Miner.
"We were getting ahead of
ourselves with our plays and
didn’t take care of our defense,"
Miner said. "I feel this is our
strength and we need to compliment our offense."
SJSU is 3-5 overall and 0-2 in
the WAC. They meet Hawaii in
WAC conn-sts biday :mild Friday.

k c..rner
for an
wraparound goal
"The s..c..11.1 geal was a had
gcal ter l’t’hit ti give up,
;iitter said
lioliert, scored again early
in the third peried. taking a
pass horn 1\1’1111 1’11111P:111 and
111:1/.111;’. it p.1,1 I Iruiley.
-Ile had in% number all
night.- I Intik- said lip Jill) it
back on his stick and went
right upstairs on me,"
The Sharks had plenty el
-ti ring epport Mill II, tint liiiitvt’r pia\ ,
the Hurricanes
%%ere i-, iii I fr.,’ I I penaltio!:
penalty -killing
ability it as perbct. however_
as the Sharks ti.re unable to
capitalize en the Man advant
)1a.
in plays \yen- all
good binight." Sutter said.
1’,,
it them had good
opportunities
Nlikt, !balite scored (lie
Shark, only goal in the third
period Ifialije’s third goal of
thi seasitii was not on a
-ti wit ital.
tilt’.’ sit
’Veifve got to find ways to
put them in.- Sharks’ wing
Shawn Burr said It’s a hard
1,11I tu, tak.. but t he bottom line
is we didi. t get it done."

High school coach, player get in scuffle
10,KLAND HAI,’
In an echo
Sprewell incident,
Ilia basketball player tat a top ranked CaliMriali high sch"ol
ti -inn has lic..11 cited by police for
attacking his coach.
The player in (Urn titus ut’i’ttst-uI
COaCh if n1 riking him, and t he
coach vvas urrdered av;iy th.in
Fremont I ligh School
Oakland school officials investigate the incident. the Oakland
Tribune reported Tuesday
The altercation between veteran 1:11ach Clint Williams and
Junior Larry Guess took place
last %%seek after the Fromont
Tigers were ordcred in m Icaglic
iii

hearing to forfeit Is games and a
dust rict championship because of
:in ineligible player.
Williams had benched Guess
in a previous game, :end the two
exchanged vords :is tiny left a
ti .A111 meeting to discuss the punishment. A brawl lett the coach
%% all a scratched cornea. Guess
%vas cited by Oakland police for
attacking a school employee.
Guess. who suffered a cut on
his cheek. accused Williams of
punching him. Fremont High
School Principal Emily Gaddis
told the coach to stay away from
campus during the investigation. police said.

Williams, 41, has led the
Fremont High team to the
C,alifiirnia state final and two
Northern Califin-nia state finals
in the last three years.
Fremont
High had just
clinched the Oakland Athletic
League regular season championship when league officials
called the hearing Thursday
over the eligibility of senior forward Armond Wainright.
The incident between Guess
and Williams happened only
miles from where Golden State
Warriors star Latrell Sprewell
allegedly choked coach P.J.
Carlesirno on Dec. 1.

kevin bacon matt dillon neve campbell
They’re dying
to play
with you.

AL pioneer, Doby elected to Hall of Fame
heralded tor 1111Prl 111.111 .1 11.111
1111’ fir,t black 1,1.1%cr
in the American Leagut . wis
elected to the Baseball Hall of
Fame todiiN along iii In
Al. presidiiit Lee NI:lc-Ph:id :ind
Ivo, others
Also chosen by the ’eterans
t’ornmittee were N1’grIl It tgutt-s
pitcher "Bullet" Joe Hogan :mil
turn -el-the -cent tiny shortstop
Davis.
jmns his late father.
Larry, ut. the fatly father-and .son
combination in the Hall.
Left out in today’, vote were
former managi-r Dick William,.
Pittsburgh Pirates second it.
man Bill Mazeroski and former
Him ii ronimissioner
MI ,H
Kuhn
Macl’hail was general man
ager of the New York Yankees
lit’
and Baltimore orioles
became AL president in 1974
and served until 1983
Ills father was president et
the Yankei-s and Doilgtrs Ilis
son. Andy, is now president et
the Chicago
MacPhail’s grandson, ids,.
named Lee, is SCIniting, din-ctor
for the Cleveland Indians
making them a four-generation
baseball clan
"Baseball has been great to
our entire family." the elder
MacPhail said. "Obviously, this
is a tremendous feeling It’s a
culmination of a lot of years
Doby was told of his election
while in Southern Califorilia
and visiting former I it deer
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linr litn :\ fv,
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1111.
It ti
11111111? 1111.
N11.?n,
(11’V(.1.11111 111111.111- 111 1(117 tilt
vceeks atter 1.1. kie
barrier
broke
Doh% V,.1, III 1111’ 1111a1,1rn 1111111
1959. Wilily 2:t3 home rims
batting
with !MU 111;1,
2M:I Iii’ %%on tv... AL limner
I97s. Doh.% managed
the I ’Imago %%lute Sox tor more
than a halt
Regan, vlio dad in 1967,
pitclnd and jtttt t tI infield and
outfield for the Kansas City
NIonarcb- from 1920 to 1938. Iii record us a pitcher
haul a 11:1
111g aver
:Mil a 34:1 111(11111e
age
Davi.. who died in 19.10, led
the National Leagtie %%Olt 13-1
11111-. Mc the N.
York Giants et
1897 Ile plaeil tor tour teams
including
(hiring 2.0
,u -nn- iTt

the Piot; l’hicago White Sox
compiling
World Series team
1.19:! c.urccr average
I I member veterans
Thc
includes Ted
paw -I. it it
\Villiatn,. Stan Musial and Yogi
Berra, could elect lip to four Iwo
ph- The committee could pick
one each from four categories
former fruiter leagui,rs, Negro
leaguer,. 19th century player ,i1
and a composite categor
managers. Negro leaguers, exec
Wive:, awl umpires
At age 73. intl in declining
health. lb.by has long been
praised for his work to pronmte
the game on all levels.
"Few have (lone more for the
game," said Al, president Gene
liudig. %Nip, appointed I1oby hi,
special aa-lain shortly atter
taking ettit e -lie has con
t rilaited S11111111’11. (/0th 1/11 and tilt
the field
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
seivices advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of mild advertising
and offerings we not approved or
milled by the newspaper.
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TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school -age rec. program,
P/T from 2-6pm, M-F during the
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx.
7am-11am. F/T dunng summer day
camp prog. XInt salary, no ECE
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
Dept. Cal _Wag 3548700 x223.
(Not available school year? Call for
summer empbic lifeguards, camp
leaders, pert & cultural arts camel
HELP NEEDED TO CARE FOR
SPECIAL NEEDS YOUNG ADULT.
Salary negotiable. Live-in or out.
Requirements: Applicants must
have patience and a good heart.
Must be able to watch her in the
afternoon after school. 3 or 4
days per week until father gets
home. Also on weekends when
father is working. PREFER FEMALE
APPLICANTS !! For more info or an
interview, please call Allan at
408.810-8900 or 408.923-6900.

SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
We pay Off after 8 hours!
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Cal 4082865880 oraeplyin person
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
VETERINARY ASSISTANT-reliable
555 D Meridian Ave. Si.
person needed 25-32 hrs/week,
some experience helpful. Call
374-6114 or Fax 374-6295.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Education Award through Amen SERVERS - APPUCATIONS NOW corps at the San Jose Conservabeing accepted for servers who tion Corps. Seeking self-motivated
are energetic, friendly, and hard individuals to work with "at risk"
working. Day and Evening shifts youth for yearlong positions. High
available. Apply in person: 2-4, M-F, School diploma required & ability
at The Old Spaghetti Factory, 51 to get class B license. $6.25
N. San Pedro. downtown San Jose. hourly plus benefits. Ful/Part.time.
Call Joe 408/2837164. EOE.
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
at remodeled Chevron stations.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
2 locations. 6.50/hour. F/T,
P/T, flex hours. Call 295-3964.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students!
Ask for Ophelia.
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
TEACHERS/AIDES FT or PT.
NAEYC Accredited schools in S’vale. 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Work w/ P.S. or SA children. Great
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
job for student Exp. & Ed. prefened.
Call Sharon 408/7381385.
PIT -Elementary Schools.
Degree a Credential NOT Requited.
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted. Opportunity for Teaching Experience.
Need Car.
Small World Schools has PartTime and Full -Time. a.m, and Voice Mail: (408)257.4170 eat. 408
p.m.. permanent and summer
EOE/ME
positions available. Units in CD.
ECE. Psych. Soc. or Rec required. VALET PARKING - Local company
If you are interested in working looking for people. Flexible
with a high quality child care schedule. PT/FT, Earn $8.00 to
company m11408379-3200 x21. $15 per hour. 867-7275.
PaW4VSPEd/andatEratl/Ved/OTe
SLPs: Learn/do Discrete Trial
Teaching w/3 yo autistic girl. Exp.
a + but not req’d, 4-8 hrs/wk, flexible. Pay commensurate w/exp.
15 min form campus. 926-3944.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED PT/FT
Avail now. Room for growth in
Commercial Printing industry. Call
Marc ta 1650964.2700.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcnptions to Bay
PART-T
POSITIONS AVNLABIE Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
at $6.00/hr. Posting flyers on Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
campuses. Set your own hours. near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly ES plus bonus. Media
1600-696.5728.
Promotions 494-0200.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-29. healthy,
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182.
responsible, all nationalities
Immediate Openings Start Today!
Give the gift of lifel
ATTENTION
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid
Educalioa and Science Majors
Bonus for Chinese & Jaessneee donors.
. SCIENCE ADVENTURES
PLEASE CALL WWFC
is looking for enthusiastic
800-314-9996
instructors for our afterschool
Science Clubs & Summer Camps.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
AVAILABLE MON. - FRI.
K 6th Grade. Will Train.
Part-time 3pm to 7pm
$15/10.
Detail Onented Order Puller
To Apply Please Call
1-8002139796.
$6.00 Per Hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
Apply in person.
dropm childcare centers for 212
1404 So. 7th St. San Jose
year olds.
Rex PT/FT positions
Corner of 7th & Alma.
Days. Eve, Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS
Team environment
for USMC OCS arid fight training.
Benefits available
Salary 30-36K/yr. Tuition assistance available. Must be: F/T
Call Corp Office 260.7929.
student or possess BA/BS,
US citizen, under 28 years old.
FOODSERVERS
Call Capt. Sosa at 408-971 3791.
BUSSERS
BARTENDERS
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
Contact
seeks responsible individuals for
Darlene or Rob
After 11:00am
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No ECE units are
Tuesday- Saturday
required. Previous expenence with
La Rinconada Country Club
children preferred. Please contact
14595 Clearview Dnve
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
Los Gatos, CA 95032
(408)395-4181
CUUNARY STUDENT
ECE STUDENTS: Jan the teaching Work with commercial equipment
team at our NAEYC accredited. at Keystone Restaurant Supply,
corporate-sponsored, work -site preparing food from recipes to
child care center at Good Sam generate interest in equipment
Hospital! Flexible schedules to and to test recipes/vanations for
work around your class & study future use. Operate test kitchen
needs. ECE units & experience on Wednesdays. other demos.
required. FAX restrne 408-5532619 etc. as needed. $8.00/hour.
Contact: Ric Mcitown
or call 408.559-2453.
International Commissary Corp.
INTERNET SOU.TOrei COMPANY 491 W. San Carlos St.
Seeks HIML & Java Programmers. San Jose, CA 95110
No experience nec. but knowledge Fax 408279-3742 or
of HTML and indepth knowledge Call 4087923133.
of C a plus. Flex schedule, 1020
hrs/week. Rates: 512+ but neg.
based on skill & exp. Resumes to
alli@imservice.com or fax to 650328-4350. Prefer CS major/minor.
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a
plus. Other duties include light
office work, shipping & receiving.
Team playr, (iontality a must.
Campbell. CA. Fax resume to:
408/370-5743.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing industry. Excellent earn
ings & benefits potential. All major
employers. Ask us how! 517 324
3115 ext. 460411.
CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS
Earn to $2,000/month. Free mad
travel (Europe, Canbbean. etc.).
Get the 01 source! Ring: 19191
9331939 ext. C238.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month’
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1650-324-1900, M-F, 8-4:30.
$11100 weekly poteetlel mailing
our circulars. Free information
Call 410-783-8272.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available. Easy hours Good
money. Ask for Mike, 261 1323
CRUSE SNIP& LAND-TOUR IOW
Excellent benefits. World Travel.
Ask us how! 517.324 3090 ext.
C60411.

STUDENT /a/or PRO THERAPISTS
for Autistic girl. $12./hour. more
for experience. Paid training. Part
time afternoons & weekends.
Please call 408/946-8211.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 6.90$9.28/hour. Recreation leaders
needed for camps. sports attendant,
gymnastic instructor, therapeutic
recreation staff. Kenai interest class
instructor & lifeguards. Contact
the City of Santa Clara, 984-3257.
PROGRAMMERS, 6LL TRAIN.
FT/PT, Delphi. Paradox. Access.
Competitive compensation. Send
resume, fax: 408.448-3200 or
email: infoawdatatec.com .
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
one on one in company car. Good
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad,
Clean DMV. No Criminal Record.
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
999W. San Carlos St. 971 7557.
www.deluxedrmvirrg.com

MOBILE DJ COMPANY Must be
INSTRUCTION
AUTOS FOR SALE
able to work Fri & Sat Have awn car.
Outgoing. personable & responsible.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
91 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE
Interested in vanous music types.
In excellent condition!! Will accepting students who wish to
Will train. Starting pay $15/hour
mileage. Call 489-2717.
take best offer. Call 297-0811. excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
AUTO SERVICES
PLUS seeking F/1’ & P/T Teachers
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
and Aides. Substitute positions
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
WADES DYNAMIC
are also available that offer flexiAUTO BODY REPAIR
ble hours. ECE units preferred but
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
not required. Please contact ’Specializing in minor & mid-size
30 Years Teaching Experience
damage 24 hour service
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
’Free pick up *Free delivery
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
TECHNICAL WRITER - Position *Free detailing ’Free estimates
Professors of Piano
’All makes & models
available 5 hours per week. Must
National Teachers Guild Assn.
*Insurance Work
be enrolled in SJSU School of
National Suzuki Assn.
’Tel 408/287-8337
English. Contact the Student Union
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Pgr 408/9201102
Director’s Office, 924-6310.
Starting $20/1’4
"Where quality is a must"
Call 408241-6662
23
day
service
with
damages
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
in Santa Clara for sat
Work in the Great Outdoors.
that do not exceed $500 or
FREEFIRSTLESSON-INTERVEW
repair is at no cost "FREE".
Forestry. Wildlife Preserves, Concessionaires, Firefighters & more.
Competitive wages + benefits.
INSURANCE
COMPUTERS ETC.
Ask us how! 517.324-3110 ext.
N60411,
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
We buy, sell & trade computers,
Campus Insurance Service
ASIAN INDIAN SPERM DONOR
486, Pentium. Mac. & Notebooks.
Special Student Programs
NEEDED! Loving couple hoping to
Refurb’d equipment is warranted
Serving SJSU for 20 years
find someone with Asian Indian
5263 Prospect Rd. SJ, betw Hwy
background with black hair, brown"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
85 & 280 near Lawrence Expy.
black eyes, 5’5" & over. Age 18- "Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers"
408-873-8070
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
38. Generous compensation.
If you can help us, please call ’Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
1-800-886-9373 ext. 6608.
iftmal
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
NO OBLIGATION
GREEK MESSAGES
EUROPE- SUMMER ’98
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
WESTCOAST DEP’S $478 R/T
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY welcomes
Mexico/Canbb $2095249 R/T
all to the Shamrock Showcase Lip LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
HAWAII $119 o/irv
Sinc Contest. March 5th. 7pm. ’Low Down / Monthly Payments
Call 415-834-9192
Lana Prieta Room. 4 info: 279-9035. ’No Driver Refused
http://www.airhitch.org
’Cancelled or Rejected
’SIGMA ALPHA MU FRATERNITY. Dui Suspended License
’Accidents ’Tickets
Celebrating 35 years at SJSU.
’Immediate SR Filings
CAMPUS CLUBS
Now recruiting all majors!
Learn about the "2.97" Sammies! Good Driver Discount
Non/Owner Operator
BLACK MASQUE HONOR SOCIETY
Call Stu: (VM) 408-793-5105.
now accepting applications for fall
’San - 8mt. Monday - Saturday
’Free Phone Quotes
membership. Minimum req: 3.0
cum GPA. SR 190 units), demo
*Call Us Now
FUNDRAISING
leadership on campus/community.
(408) 241-5400
ALL
-COVERAGE
INSURANCE
Contact: Roxanne Hood, Sec
ONE
WEEK.
$600
IN
RANK
924-1120.
Fundraising opportunities
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
available. No financial obligation
Auto Insurance
Great for clubs.
LOW RATES
WORD PROCESSING
For more information call
SR-22’s on the Same Day
18881 51-APlus en. 51.
CALL. UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Hiring Now Bilingual
WORD PROCESSING
ThesesTerrn PapersResurnes
(English/Spanishi
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*Group Projects
PHN: 408247 3734
All formats, including APA 4th Ed.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN?
FAX: 408.247 5417
Laser Printer. Experienced,
0,,l5 $57.00 per year.
Dependable, Quick Retum.
Saxe 3091. 60%
Almaden/Branham area
on your dental needs.
140812644504.
For into call 1 800 655-3225
HEALTH & BEAUTY

*IMMEDIATE OPENINGS’
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Sales. Customer Support
Technician. Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
CaN 408/9424866
or fax to 408/942-8280
Electronix Staffing Services, EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.

SCHOLARSHIPS
AN ASTOUNDING UST
of Grants and Scholarships
Call 888909 4731

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary . tips
Students needed in the immediate
area Fijitime/part-tene openings.
Call today 1-650-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Low key lob sites
Will train
Abcom Private Security
408.2474827

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
remkided that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all enns
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

$1,000’s Wieldy Proceeskw Mail
$1 Per Envelope! (4071245-7393
Free $10 Phone Card just for calling.

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
group projects.elc I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications fix mai/ law school, etc.
Will transcnbe your taped
interviews or research notes.
MEN & WOMEN
Fax
REMOVAL.
Machine. Notary Public
PERMANENT HAIR
Call ANNA at 972 4992
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perm&
nenty remote’ your unwanted hair. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
back Chest Lip Bikini Chin Science & English papers/theses
Tummy etc. Students & faculty our specialty. Laser printing
receive 15X, discount. First appt. APA. Turabian and other formats.
1/2 price if made before 5/30/98. Resumes, editing, graphics
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E. and other services available on
Campbell Ave #17, Campbell. either WordPerfect or Word
Masterson s Word Processing
(4081379-3500.
Cal Paul ix Virginia 408251 0449.
LOSE WEIGHT FOR THE SUMMER
Safe arid fast, all herbal. Free
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
ronsultation. 30 day money back. Graduate Studies. Thesis. Term
Papers. Nursing. Group Projects,
408/7923480
RPSUMPS Al Formats. Specializing
in APA Spelling., Grammar/
LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT!!!
Natural. Doctor recommended. Punctuation Editing 24. y/s ExP
George lost 20 lbs in 3 weeks!
WP 5 1 14,rtierer PAM’S
PROFESSO3NPL ViAJRD PROCESSING.
Free samples. 408/7920323.
247 2681. Hain-Hpm
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FoR NATIoNu./ AGENCY RATES C.A1.I. 408-924-3277
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$9
$5
$7
4 lines
$10
$6
$11
5 lines
$7
$11
$9
6 lines
$10
$12
$R
$1 for each additional line

Nome

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) satin bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 knee: $110

Five Addle,
Days
$13 r’,54S1.31,
$14
MOP@
$15
$16
Send dieck or money order b
Spartan Datty Classif reds
San Jose State University
SanJoet CA 95192-0149

Please check
one classification:
Zoom*,

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid II No refunds on canceled ads
IN Rates for consecukve publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found"
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc"
Wanted*
Employment
Opportunrhes

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services"
HealthBeauty
Sports-Tholls’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholarships

available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 !Mead for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates

a

FAX: 408-924-3282
SHARED HOUSING

MaMM
IDCPLORING YOUR FAITH IN GOD?
’Have questions?
Cunous?
*Need a study break?
*Make fnends, have fun!
*DINNER lk DISCUSSION’
Every Wednesday, 5:337:00pm
Student Union, Pacheco Room
(Except 3/L1, 4/8 Montake Rm)
Enron, Welcome!
Episcopal Canterbury Community
408293-2401. A8Lange@aol.com
htx/rTlSwtVaC.xi.ilSJ
MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spiritual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The Eras:fragment Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
@The Book Cafe Center
3483-95 S. Bascom
(408)978-8034
GnosficAl faits & nterdencmnannai
Otters sar tts always new and vital.’
’It supports me in my life..."
get in contact with the real me."
"I experience wholeness."
Suggested Donation:
The price you pay for a movie.

SERVICES

IT
Downtown 3rd ST. ROOM 4
$375/rno + $300 dep. 1/4 util.
Female. non-smoker. 287-9246.
ROOM IN NICE HOME. Near lied
rail. $450/mo. including utilities.
Mature female. No smoking or
drugs. Call 993-1004.

HOUSING EXCHANGE
HAWAII HOUSING EXCHANGE.
3 bdrm/2bath home with great
mountain views. Convenient
location to Honolulu, University and
beaches. Need exchange in
mid-peninsula area 7/98 to 6/99.
Can 808.956-7082.
RENTALIMEANg.
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean,
Secunty type bldg. Laundry. cable,
ample parking. Walk or nde bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995-S1045/mo.
Call 28139157.

2 EDNA APARMIENT-$950/1410.
Secunty type building
Secure Parking
Close in
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
South Fifth Street
professional
Fast
576
HELP.
WRITING
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. (408) 295-6893.
application
Essays. letters,
statements, proposals, reports.
SPORTS/THRILLS
etc. For more into, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
TUTORING
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
ENGUSH TUTOR
Speaking. Wnting & Editing
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Experienced with the needs
1-510-634-7575.
,
of Foreign Students
Credentiaied Teacher & M.A
Call Jessica (408) 978-8034
TAX PREPARATION487-3203
R.D. Rose Assoc. 50 Airport Pkwy.
Schedule your appointment.
Day Evening . Weekend
ComputenzedUcensedBonded

Daily

17\

ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Suitcase
4 Ascend
9 Docile
13 Indignation
14 ’30s comic actor
Jack
15 Queen
Elizabeth. e g
16 Karate ranking
18 "Our Miss
Brooks19 Weighed down
20 Be inactive
22 Holes for
shoelaces
25 Adams or
Brickell
26 Duckling’s papa
28 Make beloved
32 Coffee holder
35 Traffic sign
37 Okra dish
38 Anguished wail
40 Dwelt
42 Alehouses
43 Clumsy
45 More agreeable
47 Utter
48 Cotton Bowl site
50 Type of energy
52 Territory
54 Lasagna cheese
58 Sally snacks
62 Des Moines
resident
63 Major artery
64 Field -goal
attempt
67 Light measure
68 Luau dances
69 None
70 Shakespearean

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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71 Real estate 72 Sault - Mane
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DOWN
1
Belt

3

IMMO NOON
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Assortment
Hollow stone
007 portrayer
Hunting dog. fOr
short
Pres nickname
Wire measures
Midler or Davis
Made an
appearance
He was
"Ha wkeye"
Bump into
Sea eagle
Storming about
Tuesday of
films
Citrus beverage
Follow
Coil of yarn
Graceland
name
Ostrich s
cousins
Swedish reek
group
Optimistic

32
33
34
36
39
41
44
46
49
51
53
55
56
57
58
59
60
6
65
66

Servant
Arm bone
Celt
Style of a room
Splash
Where to get a
hero
Jane’s mate
Most risque
View
Chess piece
Omegas
opposite
Some siblings
Unspoken
Place for a
bracelet
Become
tiresome
Lecherous
man
Columnist
Bombeck
Garden
pest
Malt brew
Container
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earning Centers
C,h, of Sun Jose
City of Santa Clara Recreation Dept
City or Santa Cruz
Clorox Co
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Com21, Inc
Comerica Bank - California
Component Graphics, Inc
Contra Costa Co. Public Works
Contra Costa Co. Sheriff’s Office
Corsair Communications
Cougar Components
Delatech, Inc
Dept of Public Works, City! CO of SF
Disneyiana Resort
F aro vatien, Inc
Electric Power Research Institute
Electroglas.In
Electronic Data Systems (E DS)
Enterprise Rent A Car Leasing
Ernst & Young LLP
Exar Corn
t-PX Software Corp
.r,ri! Hate], San Jose
’ 1,
71 Bureau of Investigation
, mr-,,{ iter Products

GE
Genentech, Inc
Gilroy Foods, Inc.
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara Co.
Great Western Bank
Grubb & Ellis Company
HMT Technology Corp
Harte Hanks/Potpourri
Hewlett-Packard Co
Household Credit Services, Inc
Hyatt San Jose - Airport
IBM
IBM Almaden Research Center
lnsync Systems, Inc
Intel Corp
IntelliChoice, Inc
KGO-TV Channel 7
KNB Restaurants/Pluto s
KNTV-11 ABC
KPIX TV CBS
KPMG Peat Marwick LLP
Kaiser Permanente - No. CA
Kelly Scientific Resources
Kelly Services
Keyence Corp. of America
LSI Logic Corp
Lab Support, Inc.
Lam Research Corp.
Le Boulanger, Inc
Lifescan. Inc
Litton Applied Technology
Lockheed Martin Corp.
Los Angeles Co., Children/Family Serv
Macy’s West
Marriott Hotels, Resorts & Suites
Maxim Healthcare Services, Inc
Mervyn s California
Mervyn s Calif Marketing/Advertising
Microsoft Corp
Motion Industries, Inc
Motorola, inn
NASA -Ames Research Center
National Integration Co,
National Semiconductor Corp
New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc
Newark/Fremont Hilton
Nordstrom
Office Depot
Olde Discount Stockbrokers
Pacific Bell
Pacific Gas & Electric Co
PaineWebber
Paramount s Great America
Payless Shoe Source
Peace Corps
Peet’s Coffee & Tea
Philips Semiconductors
Port of San Francisco
Proiect Hired
RPS, Inc
RWD Technologies, Inc.
RadioShack
Raytheon Systems
Ricoh Corp
Roche Bioscience
Romic Environmental Technologies
SAFECO Corp.
SCO

Sacramento Co. Sheriff’s Dept,
San Jose Hilton and Towers
San Jose Museum of Art
San Jose Police Dept.
San Jose State University Police Dept.
San Mateo County D.A., Family Support
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Auth.
Say -on Drugs/Osco Drugs
Schlumberger ATE
Seagate Technology
Seneca Center for Children & Families
Sheraton Hotel San Jose
Silicon Systems
Silicon Valley Capital Management
Silicon Valley Group, Inc
SiliconGraphics, Inc.
Solectron Corp
South Valley Children’s Centers
Sprint
Stryker Endoscopy
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Symantec Corp
Synopsys, Inc.
24 Hour Fitness
TRW Sunnyvale
TTI, Inc.
Tandem Computers, Inc.
The Environmental Careers Org.
The Good Guys!
The Tech Museum of Innovation
Tr -Cities Children’s Centers
U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency
U. S. E.P.A.- Denver
U. S. E.P.A. SF
U S. Marine Corps
U S. Navy - Officer Programs
United Parcel Service
Vanstar Corp
Visa International
Volunteer Exchange of S.0 County
Walgreens
Weathernews, Inc.
Western Athletic Clubs, Inc.
Wind River Systems
Woolworth Corp./Foot Locker
Xilinx
Zilog, Inc.

Career Explorers: Job Seekers:
Check out your options
for the future.

wir.ntotic,n nlor11,11 Oritii, prognancy, oge
SJSU Career Center programs & services are provided without regard to race color, religion national origin sox
disability disabled veterans or Vietnam veterans status Reasonable accommodations available for those with disabilities with three weeks advance notice
Call 924 6033 for assistance

Professional attire and
resumes are not required
but are highly
recommended.
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